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Marketing through the Crown Chakra
Marketing is how we reveal ourselves to the world. When we see every person that we encounter a 
part of ourselves, such as how the hand and heart work in a body, we see their vitalness to our own 
journey. We see that each person, plant, rock, cloud, car, mirror, is an aspect of ourselves that is here 
to help us in our development to live our purpose. 

One shift that comes from this mindset shift is not having to sell yourself, but simply offering your 
abilities to those who are in need of what you have to share. You are not here to help or keep people 
reliant on you, but you are to help those that you are sharing this journey with. 

When you are connected to divine wisdom you receive clear messages how of how to create space 
for others in your world. This is where true collaboration comes from. You will begin to meet other 
individuals that can help support your journey and you can share their gifts through your being. It is 
truly an incredible experience when you find others that are different yet you can support each other 
to build up each others gifts. 

As you create your marketing campaigns, programs and offerings it is vital to stay connected to your 
purpose and to divine energy. Knowing that you can change the world through your offerings 
especially you continue to integrate and step more into your higher self. 



Creating Thought Forms to Transform your Life
When creating thought forms you want to make sure to take every aspect of your life into 
consideration. If you only create thought forms that involve your business or one area of your life, 
your life will quickly become unbalanced. 

Making a clear desire for each aspect of your life and integrating them into a single thought form or 
at least making sure they are in alignment with your other desires. 

Love Relationship-

Family Life-

Business Life -

Finances-

Adventure/ New Experiences-

Lifestyle- 



Environment- 

Health and Fitness-

Intellectual/ Thoughts-

Skills/ Abilities/ Gifts/ Talents-

Spiritual Life-

Creative Life- 

Collaboration/ Community (This includes friends as well)

Creating space to intentionally create what you desire in each aspect of your life, will create not only 
balance but a sense of true integration. When you begin to see that each area of your life plays into 
all the rest you can create though forms that pull in all areas of your life, rather than being hyper 
focused on just one aspect. 


